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Introduction 
After years of exploration and more than A$10 billion in losses, Arrow Energy is progressing 
development of its Surat Gas Project in Queensland. However, declining international LNG 
prices could undermine the project’s financial returns. 

Arrow Energy, a 50:50 Joint Venture between Shell and PetroChina, holds significant gas 
reserves in the Surat and Bowen basins in Queensland, and as at June 2022 was the second-
largest holder of proven and probable (2P) gas reserves on Australia’s east coast. Despite this, 
Arrow has historically supplied relatively small volumes to the east coast gas market (in which 
the Surat Basin is located), in part due to delays to sanctioning of its Surat Gas Project. For 
example, in 2019, Arrow supplied about 10% of east coast gas supply.

In 2020, however, Shell announced it had taken a final investment decision (FID) to develop 
phase 1 of the project, with gas intended to be supplied into both the east coast and LNG 
markets. In the longer-term, continued development of the Surat Gas Project is contingent on 
Arrow Energy reaching FID for subsequent development phases. 
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• Arrow Energy is progressing development of its A$10 billion Surat Gas Project after a 
decade of financial losses.

• Declining LNG market prices, and the potential for lower domestic prices, threaten the 
financial returns for the project and create stranded asset risks. 

• The coal seam gas development also poses risks for highly valuable agricultural areas 
in the Surat Basin, risks that have already been realised in some areas. 

• Further development of gas reserves, particularly in priority agricultural areas, should 
be carefully weighed against the immediate and longer-term impacts to agricultural 
practices and output. 

https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas Inquiry - January 2023 interim report - FINAL_0.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas Inquiry - January 2023 interim report - FINAL_0.pdf
https://www.shell.com.au/media/2020-media-releases/shell-invests-in-arrow-energy-surat-gas-project.html
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While Arrow Energy is the operator of the project, in practice Shell is likely to market most of 
the gas from the project given it has contracted the “bulk” of Arrow’s Surat reserves and has 
in place “exclusivity arrangements … with Arrow for the supply from the Surat Gas Project”. 
Under this arrangement, Shell will purchase gas from Arrow Energy to supply its QCLNG export 
facility at Curtis Island and onsell to other gas users. The Surat Gas Project was originally 
intended to supply Arrow Energy’s proposed export facility, underscoring the links between the 
project and LNG markets. 

However, declining LNG market fundamentals, and the potential for demand in the east coast 
gas market to decline faster than anticipated, could lower LNG and gas prices, and diminish 
returns from the project. In practice, whether this risk is borne by Shell, Arrow Energy (or both) 
will depend on the pricing arrangements under their gas supply agreement (GSA). For instance, 
if the GSA specifies a fixed price (for gas sold by Arrow Energy to Shell), Shell will bear the 
price risk. Conversely, if the GSA contains a floating price, Arrow Energy will also be exposed. 
Regardless, declining gas and LNG prices pose a risk to the project’s financial returns. 

Governments may also face revenue risks, with declining international LNG and oil prices 
likely to lower taxation revenue and potentially royalty payments (a possibility acknowledged 
by the Queensland government). The Surat Basin project, on priority agricultural land, could 
further affect government revenue from agricultural production in a region that is a significant 
contributor to Queensland’s gross state product and taxation revenue. 

Weak market conditions likely to drag down LNG and gas prices
Global LNG markets have experienced unprecedented disruptions in recent years, following 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 and corresponding fall in Russian gas supply to Europe, 
which sent LNG prices to record levels. 

This spurred a number of companies to reach FID on new LNG projects while several countries 
implemented policies to limit gas consumption and exposure to LNG markets (particularly in 
Europe). 

IEEFA estimates that global LNG liquefaction capacity will increase by an unprecedented 40% 
from 2024 to 2028 (Figure 1). Much of this new supply will come online from Qatar and the US, 
both considered low-cost LNG suppliers. 

Figure 1: Global LNG liquefaction capacity, million tonnes (Mt)

Source: IEEFA The Future of Australian LNG

https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas Inquiry - January 2023 interim report - FINAL_0.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/ACCC Gas Inquiry - July 2022 interim report - FINAL.pdf
https://www.arrowenergy.com.au/documents/fact-sheets/project-information/Surat-Gas-Project-Overview-factsheet-Nov-2013.pdf
https://s3.treasury.qld.gov.au/files/Budget_2022-23_BP2_Revenue_Coal_Royalties.pdf
https://ieefa.org/resources/future-australian-lng
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This additional LNG supply will reach the market when the International Energy Agency (IEA) 
anticipates gas demand will peak. Specifically, under all scenarios modelled by the IEA, gas 
demand peaks by 2030. Under the Announced Pledges Scenario, intended to illustrate likely 
consumption if countries meet their announced net zero commitments, global gas demand is 
expected to fall quickly from 2030 onwards. 

At the same time, LNG demand is declining in the mature markets of Japan, Europe and South 
Korea due to government emissions policies and competition from renewables and nuclear 
generation. Demand is shifting, at least to some extent, to more price-sensitive emerging 
economies, with future LNG demand growth anticipated to come from emerging markets 
(particularly China). Industry proponents continue to forecast bullish LNG demand that does 
not align with IEA forecasts. In addition, the IEA has consistently lowered its global gas demand 
forecasts (Figure 2) due to the growing impact of renewable generation, which is pushing gas 
out of the energy mix in many countries (including emerging markets).  

Figure 2: Gas demand projections in the IEA’s STEPS to 2040 (billion cubic metres)
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Source: IEA World Energy Outlooks 2019-2023 

Continued strong investment in clean energy, particularly in China, means LNG is unlikely to 
play a large role in the energy mix. A recent IEEFA report found that gas and LNG are likely to 
play only a minimal role in China’s clean energy transition, with the share of gas-fired electricity 
in the power mix remaining flat at just 3% over the past decade. The report further found that 
renewables are displacing coal generation in China, not gas or LNG. 

Outside China, there are barriers that could limit structural demand growth in emerging 
markets (as outlined in IEEFA’s Global LNG Outlook 2024-28). These include high LNG costs, 
pressure on governments to explore alternative energy sources, and delays to LNG projects and 
power purchase agreements for gas-fired generation. More generally, LNG faces competition 
from renewables and other energy sources, primarily coal, reflecting LNG’s relative lack of 
competitiveness. 

IEEFA anticipates strong supply and weak, uncertain demand will cause a supply glut in coming 
years, a view shared by other analysts. The possibility of a glut is placing downward pressure on 
LNG prices under long-term sales and purchase agreements (SPAs), and is expected to lead to 
lower LNG spot prices in coming years, according to S&P Global Commodity Insights. 

https://ieefa.org/resources/global-lng-outlook-2024-2028
https://www.shell.com/what-we-do/oil-and-natural-gas/liquefied-natural-gas-lng/lng-outlook-2024.html
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2023
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2023
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-investment-2024
https://ieefa.org/resources/lng-not-displacing-coal-chinas-power-mix
https://ieefa.org/resources/global-lng-outlook-2024-2028
https://ieefa.org/resources/global-lng-outlook-2024-2028
https://www.ft.com/content/052fc091-3720-4d8d-9493-2a16d100220c
https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-insights/latest-news/lng/050724-analysis-asian-lng-buyers-seek-to-lower-long-term-contract-slopes-as-markets-shift#:~:text=05%3A33 UTC-,ANALYSIS%3A Asian LNG buyers seek to lower long%2Dterm,contract slopes as markets shift&text=Asian LNG importers are negotiating,for LNG%2C market sources said.
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The IEA also recently forecast a possible global oil glut before the end of the decade, which 
could materially lower oil prices. Given the prevalence of oil linkages in many LNG contracts, 
falling oil prices could also affect Shell’s LNG sales. Shell’s subsidiary QGC is particularly 
exposed given it typically sells LNG either priced against oil or through its Singapore marketing 
arm (with pricing based on a “pass through” of the price received for the final LNG sale). 

This poses a clear price risk for Shell given the stated intent to sell at least some of the gas from 
the Surat Gas Project into LNG markets. Beyond 2030, weaker than anticipated LNG demand 
growth, as well as the potential for significant volumes of uncontracted LNG looking for buyers, 
may mean there are longer-term price risks. 

Falling LNG market prices could also affect prices on Australia’s east coast given the influence of 
LNG netback prices on domestic prices. Further, current high gas prices could destroy industrial 
demand, posing further longer-term downside demand and price risks in the domestic market. 

Fall in LNG prices could erode Surat Gas Project’s returns
Declining LNG prices, and potentially domestic prices, are likely to reduce returns from the 
Surat Gas Project, adding to Arrow Energy’s poor financial performance in the Surat and Bowen 
basins. 

Declining LNG prices, and potentially domestic prices, are likely to 
reduce returns from the Surat Gas Project.”

While Arrow Energy is one of the largest holders of 2P reserves in Queensland, it has downgraded 
significant volumes of its reserves. In the year to 30 June 2018, Arrow Energy downgraded 
2933 petajoules (PJ) of 2P reserves to contingent resources (2C), mostly in the Bowen Basin, 
followed by a net downgrade of 747PJ of its Surat Basin 2P reserves the following year. In 
discussing the broader trend of reserve writedowns in Queensland, the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission  (ACCC) noted the technical challenges gas producers face in 
commercially developing contingent resources. However, the ACCC also noted that such 
writedowns could also reflect “decisions on the part of some LNG producers and their affiliates 
to ‘bank’ or ‘warehouse’ gas by delaying the development of some fields to meet their own 
commercial priorities”. This may also explain why the Surat Gas Project has had significant 
delays. 

Arrow Energy’s reserve writedowns have contributed to its significant financial losses during 
its time in the east coast gas market. By 2023, it had incurred losses of more than A$10 billion, 
rising to more than A$14 billion when accounting for acquisition costs (including the costs to 
Shell and PetroChina of acquiring Arrow Energy). 

Arrow Energy’s run of financial losses has persisted, with a “$307m loss in 2022 despite booming 
oil and gas prices”. This is remarkable given record high gas prices on the east coast during 
2022, and may suggest that the price received by Arrow Energy for its gas sales to Shell is fixed 
under their existing GSA. (This may also suggest that Shell bears all or most of the price risk 
discussed earlier.) 

Arrow Energy owes its shareholders more than A$3 billion due to these losses and loans 
provided by Shell and PetroChina. 

It is not uncommon for gas producers to incur losses as they seek to develop commercial gas 
reserves, given the need for significant upfront investment. Nonetheless, the scale of losses 

https://www.iea.org/reports/oil-2024
https://www.afr.com/policy/energy-and-climate/shell-s-singapore-hub-questioned-as-gas-pressure-mounts-20220807-p5b7ww
https://www.afr.com/policy/energy-and-climate/shell-s-singapore-hub-questioned-as-gas-pressure-mounts-20220807-p5b7ww
https://ieefa.org/resources/future-australian-lng
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas Inquiry - January 2021 interim report_3.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas Inquiry - January 2021 interim report_3.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas-Inquiry-December-Interim-Report-2018.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas inquiry - January 2020 interim report - revised.pdf
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Gas inquiry - January 2020 interim report - revised.pdf
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/shell-petrochinas-arrow-energy-losses-hit-10bn/news-story/bcd7bc4b67272269abb5d0118a0f03d7
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/shell-petrochinas-arrow-energy-losses-hit-10bn/news-story/bcd7bc4b67272269abb5d0118a0f03d7
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/shell-petrochinas-arrow-energy-losses-hit-10bn/news-story/bcd7bc4b67272269abb5d0118a0f03d7
https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/arrow-energy-reports-annual-loss-as-shareholder-debts-mount-20230427-p5d3uy#:~:text=Arrow Energy slumped to a,the end of December 2022.
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incurred by Arrow Energy reportedly led to PetroChina considering selling its stake in the joint 
venture. As reported in 2022: “Australian gas assets – both Arrow Energy and Browse – are 
considered among the top ‘negative assets’ in PetroChina’s global portfolio”.

Approval of the Surat Gas Project was delayed due to disagreements between Shell and 
PetroChina over the sales price of the gas to Shell. While IEEFA is not aware of the final gas 
price agreed under the GSA between Arrow Energy and Shell, it may suggest that Shell stands 
to benefit disproportionately from the development of the project through beneficial pricing 
arrangements (regardless of whether the agreed price is fixed or tied to prevailing LNG or gas 
prices). 

Shell also faces further oil price exposure under its long-term GSA with Australia Pacific LNG, 
under which the Shell-owned QCLNG will supply up to 350PJ at an oil-linked price.  

However, as noted earlier, a looming LNG supply glut is set to push down LNG spot prices, with 
a potential oil glut creating downside price risks for LNG sales under long-term contracts (with 
many of Australia’s LNG exports subject to oil price linkage). This could also affect domestic 
prices (including if an LNG import terminal begins operating on the east coast). 

After years of delay, gas from the project is likely to come to market at a time when future 
demand is uncertain and the world is awash with excess LNG supply (including excess supply 
held by LNG portfolio traders such as Shell). 

These factors point to the downside price risk faced by the Surat Gas Project proponents, 
regardless of whether the project’s gas is sold into domestic or export markets, which is likely 
to affect the project’s financial returns. 

Flow-on effects for government royalties and tax take
Declining LNG and gas prices could affect government taxation revenue and royalty payments, 
although the latter will ultimately depend on whether Arrow Energy and Shell are considered 
to be “independent entities” under Queensland royalty payments legislation. (If they are 
considered to not be independent, Arrow Energy’s royalty obligations for sales to QCLNG will 
ultimately be tied to LNG prices; otherwise they will be based on the existing GSA.)

In practice, declining LNG and gas prices will likely lower Shell’s revenue and therefore taxable 
income, which in turn is likely to reduce its tax obligations.  

Arrow Energy may also be able to offset some future tax obligations due to carrying forward 
previous significant losses, as noted by Arrow Energy in its 2022 Tax Transparency report.  

Coal seam gas development poses long-term risks for agriculture

Coal seam gas (CSG) projects pose a range of risks for agriculture in Queensland. While this 
is generally the case for unconventional gas projects, the impacts from the Surat Gas Project 
could be particularly acute given its location on highly productive land in the Darling Downs 
(Figure 3). 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/exclusive-petrochina-may-sell-australian-canadian-assets-stem-losses-sources-2022-06-28/
https://www.reuters.com/article/business/shell-petrochina-spat-holds-up-biggest-australian-coal-seam-gas-project-idUSKCN1QA0EP/
https://aplng.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/APLNG-Media-Release-QCLNG-agreement-20181105-FINAL-1.pdf
https://www.arrowenergy.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/36602/Tax-Transparency-Report-2022.pdf
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Figure 3: Surat Gas Project, development areas (phase 1)

Source: Arrow Energy 

Many of these risks are related the level of gas development, processing and transporting 
infrastructure. The project will involve significant new infrastructure, including up to 2,500 new 
wells, gas processing and transportation infrastructure, and water treatment facilities. 

The risks to the agricultural industry include groundwater depletion, land subsidence (which 
can affect water distribution and runoff) and contamination. While gas producers are required to 
implement management plans to manage these risks, it is unlikely they can be fully eliminated. 

For example, the Queensland government acknowledged in 2021 that subsidence has occurred 
due to CSG development in Queensland, and this may have an impact on farming practices 
and environmental values. The Queensland GasFields Commission further acknowledged that 
subsidence caused by CSG development is permanent and that, “even minor subsidence could 
have consequential impact on farming operations and productivity”.

CSG development has contaminated water resources in Queensland. In 2022, Origin Energy 
was fined following admissions that it had released nearly 800,000 litres of contaminated CSG 
water into a local waterway near Wandoan. Origin Energy also reported to the Queensland 

https://www.arrowenergy.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/32699/Surat-Gas-Project-Phase-1-map.pdf
https://www.offshore-technology.com/projects/surat-gas-project-australia/?cf-view
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-28112-4_16
https://www.rdmw.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1584728/uwir-2021-report.pdf
https://www.gfcq.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Potential-consequences-of-CSG-induced-subsidence-final-report.pdf
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/queensland/origin-energy-pleads-guilty-to-releasing-contaminated-coal-seam-gas-water-20220906-p5bfpg.html
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/queensland/origin-energy-pleads-guilty-to-releasing-contaminated-coal-seam-gas-water-20220906-p5bfpg.html
https://assets.nationbuilder.com/lockthegate/pages/8059/attachments/original/1665530921/r_21-171_-_File_A_Release.pdf?1665530921
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government that some of its CSG wells had integrity issues due to unanticipated corrosion of 
well casings. This has raised concerns about the longer-term risks from these wells given they 
are relatively new. 

At least one Queensland CSG well has “an unknown leak” due to casing corrosion, which 
appears to be a systemic issue likely to affect wells across the region. 

These risks are also magnified as the project is on the Condamine Alluvium, a key underground 
water resources vital for the region’s agriculture. This value is reflected in the market prices 
for traded water, with contemporary prices of $10,000 per megalitre. Methane leakage is a 
key risk given the alluvium feeds more than 3000 bores across the region, with the CSIRO 
finding that, “Methane gas in water bores is an issue of increasing concern in areas of coal 
seam gas development in Queensland.” Methane leakages can cause issues with water 
quality, including toxicity, and the performance of pumps used to draw water from bores.  

The risks associated with CSG wells are likely to increase over time due to the potential for well 
corrosion and degradation of concrete used to case and cap wells. Indeed, these risks may 
persist well beyond the productive life of existing CSG fields. 

Whether Queensland’s regulatory frameworks can manage the risks associated with CSG 
development has been questioned. Arrow Energy drilled 48 deviated wells below land held by 
13 different landowners despite not having any access arrangements. At least one landowner 
reported drainage issues due to CSG-induced subsidence. While Arrow Energy was fined a 
record A$1 million, it’s not clear that affected farmers have adequate recourse to compensation. 

More generally, farmers have raised concerns about the utility of government regulations to 
protect their interests. The Queensland government is progressing reforms to better manage 
the risks of CSG-induced subsidence, which include compensation requirements in instances 
of “compensatable effects”. These reforms represent an additional regulatory risk for CSG field 
developers in Queensland, and for Arrow Energy in particular given its tenure includes prime 
agricultural land on the Condamine Floodplain (which is particularly vulnerable to subsidence 
due to coal-seam gas development). 

Surat Basin agriculture important to Queensland’s prosperity

The risks posed by the development of CSG fields in the Surat Basin creates flow-on risks for 
Queensland’s economy given agriculture is a significant contributor to the state’s economic 
output. The Queensland government estimated the gross value of production (GVP) from key 
areas of the Darling Downs at more than $1.5 billion in the 2023-24 financial year, or more than 
8% of the state’s total agricultural GVP (Table 1). 

Table 1: Estimated GVP of selected prime agricultural areas in Queensland

Region Estimated Gross Value of Production ($)

Wambo 435,518,133

Millmerran 418,038,722

Pittsworth 328,260,090

Jondaryan 251,613,801

Chinchilla 93,258,464

Total 1,526,689,210

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-11-01/documents-reveal-significant-csg-well-corrosion/101507572
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-11-01/documents-reveal-significant-csg-well-corrosion/101507572
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/lockthegate/pages/6799/attachments/original/1594111945/Xpandable_Patches_to_extend_the_life_of_corroded_CSG_Wells_in_Queensland__Australia.pdf?1594111945&fbclid=IwAR0V8-LbVY6x2KyXMI9M1yaFRQ6xhpGd5y_XkPl2q1TVOTI7G5C2eTPgOFE
https://www.rdmw.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/217156/central-condamine-alluvium-wlrr.pdf
https://www.resources.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/403282/condamine-report-hydrogeological-investigation.pdf
http://C://Users/61421/Downloads/Methane-gas-in-water-bores_Phase-2_24082016_Final.pdf
https://michaelwest.com.au/thousands-of-new-gas-wells-to-be-drilled-in-the-darling-downs/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-04-01/csg-company-arrow-energy-fined-1m-over-deviated-wells/100958014
https://michaelwest.com.au/thousands-of-new-gas-wells-to-be-drilled-in-the-darling-downs/
https://www.hopgoodganim.com.au/news-insights/coexistence-and-subsidence-proposed-legislative-amendments-to-address-csg-induced-subsidence/
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiYjkxMmNkYjAtMmNlYi00MWQyLWE5NjUtMDZhOWZkMGYyNWE3IiwidCI6ImQxNmRlNTMwLTk0ZTctNDE1OC1iN2UyLTZlZTIyMGFmNjI4ZCJ9
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiYjkxMmNkYjAtMmNlYi00MWQyLWE5NjUtMDZhOWZkMGYyNWE3IiwidCI6ImQxNmRlNTMwLTk0ZTctNDE1OC1iN2UyLTZlZTIyMGFmNjI4ZCJ9
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In addition to its economic value, the agricultural industry in Queensland, including Surat Basin 
areas, are significant contributors to employment in Queensland. According to the Queensland 
government’s 2020-21 AgTrends report, “in 2017-18, there were approximately 334,000 people 
employed along the food and agribusiness supply chain, equating to approximately 13% of the 
total number of jobs in the state”.

The importance of agriculture to Queensland’s economy, particularly in priority agricultural 
areas, is reflected in the additional approvals (specifically Regional Interests Development 
Approvals) required for gas projects in these areas, which includes areas covered by the Surat 
Gas Project. 

Conclusion
The development of the Surat Gas Project follows a decade of financial losses and reserve 
writedowns for Arrow Energy and its shareholders. However, declining LNG market prices, and 
the potential for further price decreases on the east coast, present ongoing risks to the financial 
returns from the project. 

The project, however, also poses broader risks to agricultural activity in priority agriculture 
areas, with flow-on risks for employment and government revenue. 

Recurrent losses mean that the project is likely to be able to minimise at least some of its future 
tax obligations (by offsetting future income), as noted by Arrow Energy. The risks to agricultural 
activity could also affect government revenue to the extent that CSG leads to lower agricultural 
output (and therefore lower tax receipts). 

These risks mean that any further development of CSG fields should be carefully considered, 
particularly for those projects that require additional Regional Interest Development Approvals 
(RIDAs). This specifically includes Arrow Energy’s Surat Gas Project, which IEEFA understands 
may require additional approvals (specifically RIDAs). 

In considering such applications, appropriate weight should be given the longer-term tradeoffs 
of additional gas development that could materially affect agricultural output over a long period 
of time while not contributing sufficient value to offset these impacts. 

The gas industry faces a limited future due to the transition to clean energy, whereas agriculture 
is set to play a vital role in Australia’s economy over the foreseeable future. It is vital that a focus 
on short-term gas development does not harm our longer-term economic prosperity. 

https://www.publications.qld.gov.au/ckan-publications-attachments-prod/resources/0e8e2b36-a33d-47a5-bc1d-c30cbd672e76/qld-agtrends-2020-21.pdf?ETag=958f2c5bde68e48ab129c780b45e3a50
https://planning.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/planning-issues-and-interests/areas-of-regional-interest#:~:text=Regional interests development approvals (RIDA)&text=A RIDA provides approval for,the area of regional interest.
https://planning.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/planning-issues-and-interests/areas-of-regional-interest#:~:text=Regional interests development approvals (RIDA)&text=A RIDA provides approval for,the area of regional interest.
https://dsdmipprd.blob.core.windows.net/general/darling-downs-regional-plan.pdf
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